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Abstract

The hypothesis that significant deposits of water ice exist in cold traps near lunar poles includes a supposition that acquired

water is concentrated in the traps by exospheric lateral transport. That supposition, and by inference the trapped water

hypothesis, are proven to be false by the present analysis of data obtained in 2013-2014 by the neutral mass spectrometer

on the Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment Explorer (LADEE) spacecraft. These data show no evidence of exospheric

water. The upper limit for exospheric water at the lunar surface, $\sim3$ molecules cm$ˆ{-3}$, is deficient by several orders of

magnitude in accounting for the deposition of the chondritic influx of water in cold traps. The present hypothesis is that the

precursor of clay formation, cation exchange involving water molecules and anorthite, is analogous to reversible chemi-sorption,

and that adsorbed water on the lunar surface is rapidly removed from the moon by solar wind sputtering.
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• The upper limit for water in the lunar exosphere is ∼ 3 molecules/cc.4
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Abstract7

The hypothesis that significant deposits of water ice exist in cold traps near lunar poles8

includes a supposition that acquired water is concentrated in the traps by exospheric lat-9

eral transport. That supposition, and by inference the trapped water hypothesis, are proven10

to be false by the present analysis of data obtained in 2013-2014 by the neutral mass spec-11

trometer on the Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment Explorer (LADEE) space-12

craft. These data show no evidence of exospheric water. The upper limit for exospheric13

water at the lunar surface, ∼ 3 molecules cm−3, is deficient by several orders of mag-14

nitude in accounting for the deposition of the chondritic influx of water in cold traps.15

The present hypothesis is that the precursor of clay formation, cation exchange involv-16

ing water molecules and anorthite, is analogous to reversible chemi-sorption, and that17

adsorbed water on the lunar surface is rapidly removed from the moon by solar wind sput-18

tering.19

Plain Language Summary20

Whether vast deposits of water ice has accumulated in lunar polar cold traps hinges21

on an unproven hypothesis that water acquired mainly from meteorites (and possibly22

from other sources as well) at a rate of about 5 tonnes per year, is moved to polar cold23

traps by the dynamic transport process of the lunar exosphere (a rarefied, collisionless24

atmosphere). Movement of exospheric molecules over the lunar surface is a 2-dimensional25

random walk process in which the steps are random segments of Kepler trajectories that26

begin with thermal desorption from soil grains and end with adsorption at distances mea-27

sured in hundreds of kilometers; obviously, trajectories that end in cold traps must cre-28

ate ice deposits. However, the upper bound for exospheric water derived here from data29

collected in 2013-2014 by the neutral mass spectrometer on the Lunar Atmosphere and30

Dust Environment Explorer spacecraft, about 3 molecules/cc, pales in comparison to the31

concentration of ∼ 15, 000 molecules/cc needed to sequester the meteoritic water influx.32

The only pragmatic conclusion is that the hypothesis for water ice accumulation at the33

poles due to exospheric transport is false. This conclusion forces the question of the fate34

of water that accretes on the lunar surface.35

1 Introduction36

Optimism about resource level abundances of water sequestered near the lunar poles37

stems mainly from a reasonable hypothesis of Watson et al. (1961) and a more focussed38

discussion by Arnold (1979) about how water acquired from external and internal sources39

could have been concentrated in polar cold traps by exospheric transport processes. A40

simplistic description of the lunar exosphere is a collisionless atmosphere where molecules41

travel randomly from point to point on the surface via ballistic trajectories that are seg-42

ments of Kepler orbits. Upon impacting the regolith surface of the moon, exospheric molecules43

tend to do a 3-dimensional random walk among soil grains, each encounter involving ad-44

sorption followed by thermally controlled desorption and thermal departure either to an-45

other grain or back into the exosphere. If photolysis and surface chemistry could be ne-46

glected it would be inevitable that the exospheric lifetimes of water molecules would end47

in cold traps and create ice.48

However, the elephant in the room is argon-40 sorption, an issue that has been known49

and, like Krylov’s Inquisitive Man, ignored for decades. The diurnal variation of inert50

gases at the lunar surface was predicted by Hodges and Johnson (1968) to approximate51

the classic T−5/2 law of exospheric equilibrium. For the moon, that translates to a night52

to day ratio of about 30:1. That expectation was shattered in the data from the first hour53

of operation of the Apollo 17 neutral mass spectrometer (Hodges et al., 1973): argon-54

40 mimics the behavior envisioned by Hodges and Johnson for water vapor, that is, de-55

pletion at night due to condensation and a sunrise bulge as the surface warms.56
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The activation energy for desorption required to remove argon from the nighttime57

lunar exosphere is about 6 kJ/mole (Hodges, 1980, 1991, 2002). This level can only oc-58

cur on pristine, water-free surfaces (Bernatowicz & Podosek, 1991). While the Apollo59

17 data relate only to low latitudes, the identification of a seasonal oscillation of argon-60

40 in the lunar atmosphere (Hodges & Mahaffy, 2016) extends the pristine soil require-61

ment into lunar polar regions.62

In practical terms, surfaces of soil grains over nearly all of the lunar surface, includ-63

ing polar regions, are limited to significantly less than one monolayer of water. Implicit64

in this assertion is that without adsorbed water, experimental studies involving rehydra-65

tion of returned soil samples are not relevant to the global water issue.66

This report begins with the derivation of an upper bound for lunar exospheric wa-67

ter based on data collected by the neutral mass spectrometer (NMS) on the Lunar At-68

mosphere and Dust Environment Explorer (LADEE) spacecraft. The discussion progresses69

to an explanation of why water, assimilated globally, is not moved to cold traps by ex-70

ospheric lateral transport as proposed by Watson et al. (1961) and Arnold (1979). Sub-71

sequent discussion centers on global processes for removal of incoming water fast enough72

to avoid creating a detectable exospheric signature while avoiding the sub-monolayer limit73

imposed by argon sorption observations.74

2 The Upper Limit for Exospheric Water75

The data that form the basis for this discussion were acquired by the neutral mass76

spectrometer (NMS) on the LADEE spacecraft (Mahaffy et al., 2014). These measure-77

ments are contaminated by artifact water and methane created in a getter by gases evolv-78

ing from the hot filament of the ion source (Hodges, 2016). Ironically, the getter was in-79

stalled in the mass analyzer for vacuum maintenance, facilitating the inclusion of a mass80

spectrum in pre-flight and post-launch verifications of the operational status of the NMS.81

The extraction of an exospheric component of methane from the compromised data is82

explained in Hodges (2016), and an obvious correlation of water and the artifact com-83

ponent of methane is discussed in Hodges (2018).84

Among the neutral mass spectra acquired by LADEE there are 394 orbits, spread85

over 140 days, wherein the mode of operation provided repetitious, paired monitoring86

of water and methane beginning around local noon, traversing the sunrise terminator,87

and ending around local midnight. Salient facts about this data set include that the or-88

bit was retrograde with periapsis near the sunrise terminator to sample the highest con-89

centrations of minor species in the classic sunrise bulge of exospheric gases (Hodges &90

Johnson, 1968). Spacecraft battery capacity restricted operation of the NMS to 1/2 of91

an orbit each time it was powered. Resource sharing further limited usage of the NMS92

to a few orbits per day. Owing to the inability of the mass analyzer to separate the 1693

amu mass defects of methane and atomic oxygen, the unencumbered CH3 fragment of94

methane at 15 amu is used here as a proxy for methane. The unit of measure is counts95

per integration period (247 ms) after applying the standard adjustment for thermo-molecular96

pressure difference (Mahaffy et al., 2014).97

Paired measurements of H2O and CH3 from each of the 394 orbits that meet modal98

criteria have been averaged in one hour local time (LT) zones, condensing the data to99

one point per orbit per LT hour (about 4.6 minutes of instrument time). These points100

are presented in Figure 1 as color-coded scatter plots. The format is H2O versus CH3,101

with abscissas shifted by
√

10 in successive time zones. The order of plotting data points102

is randomized to keep late orbits from overwhelming early ones and obscuring color trends.103

LT boundaries are annotated at the top of each LT collection of data points and the cor-104

responding scale factor of abscissas is at the bottom. Owing to the retrograde orbit of105
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the spacecraft, LT decreases from left to right as operating time of the instrument in-106

creases. Trend lines are intended only to guide the eye.107

In panel A of Figure 1 there are two identical sets of local time zone scatter plots108

of raw data points. The upper row is color-coded in days measured from 1 January 2014;109

color-coding in the lower row is according to spacecraft altitude. What immediately meets110

the eye is the stratifications of colors in the upper row, and the lack thereof in the lower111

row. If water and methane were both atmospheric constituents, the altitude identifica-112

tion colors in the lower row would progress upwards barometrically from blue to red. On113

the other hand, the well-defined rainbow patterns in the upper row of scatter plots are114

consistent with an instrumental process that created artifact water and methane with115

steadily decreasing efficiency over the duration of the mission (Hodges, 2018).116

Inasmuch as methane is (and by inference, water must be) depleted in lunar night-117

time due to adsorption on cold soil grains, neither natural water nor methane could have118

contributed to the measurements in the 00-05 LT zones (which are combined in the scat-119

ter plots). In other words, this set of data points is entirely instrumental artifact. It fol-120

lows that the nature of the instrumental process that created these artifacts can be de-121

rived from the 00-05 data collection. The rainbow effect, the general power-law trend122

of the data, and a less obvious, but important, difference in the trends of red and blue123

dots, suggest that the artifact generating process can be approximated empirically by124

[H2O] = ηorbitG(t)F ([CH3])P (1)

where G(t) is a LT-dependent scale factor, and the coefficient η accounts for orbit-to-125

orbit variations in the feedstock of the instrumental process that creates CH4 and H2O.126

The function F is127

F (X) = eαDX1+βD (2)

where D is fractional time in days measured from the start of year 2014, the first term128

is the correction for the rainbow effect while the second term corrects for a systematic129

perturbation of the power law of the process. Coefficients derived from a least square130

error fit of equation 1 to the 00-05 hour data collection are: α = 0.01177, β = −0.001559,131

and P = 2.446.132

In panel B of Figure 1 the scale of abscissas is transformed from raw data counts133

to the temporal function F ([CH3]lad). The validity of the transformation function F is134

supported by the way that almost two thousand nighttime data points cling to the 00-135

05 LT regression line. In daytime the scatter of the dots is probably owed to variations136

of rates of filament out-gassing of the feedstock components of the artifact-generating137

processes, rates that are influenced by randomness in previous periods of annealing of138

the filament surface each time power was removed at the end of about an hour of NMS139

operation (Hodges, 2018).140

In daytime hours of panel B the methane correction of abscissas tends to align dots141

parallel to regression lines at high artifact levels but curve downward at the low end. This142

is caused by the barometric distribution of natural exospheric methane. In panel C, the143

diurnal methane simulation of Hodges (2016), scaled to a global supply rate of 4×1021144

molecules per second and converted to detector counts, has been subtracted from the raw145

data before application of the abscissa transformation. The resulting conformance of all146

residual daytime data with trend lines and the absence of a barometric decay with al-147

titude is ample proof that water in LADEE data is artifact.148

Figure 2 shows the results of converting detector counts for H2O to exospheric con-149

centrations as described in Mahaffy et al. (2014), and then extrapolating them baromet-150

rically to the lunar geoid to identify the lowest concentration in each LT group. These151

data points are absolute upper bounds for water concentration at the geoid. However,152

it is apparent in Figure 1 that if the exospheric contribution near noon were 50% at low-153

est altitudes, the nature of the distribution of dots would be noticeably different. In other154
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Figure 1. Scatter plots of LADEE mass spectrometer measurements of water versus the

methane proxy CH3 from a set of 394 orbits wherein NMS power-on occurred within ±7.5°of

longitude from the sub-solar meridian and ended near nadir (the orbit is retrograde). The unit is

detector counts per 237 ms. Coordinates of each data point represent the time averages of 13 to

80 paired measurements in a 1 hour local time (LT) interval. Trend lines are included to guide

the eye; LT is at the top of each trend line and abscissa scale offset is at the bottom. Panel A:

Raw data color coded according to time in days from 1 January 2014 (top), and according to

spacecraft altitude (bottom). Panel B: Raw dated re-plotted with the abscissa transformed by

equation 2. Panel C: CH3 corrected for exospheric methane and transformed by equation 2.
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Figure 2. Absolute upper limits for exospheric water vapor concentrations at the lunar geoid.

These data exaggerate true upper limits by at least a factor of 2.

words, Figure 2 exaggerates the upper limit for exospheric water by at least a factor of155

2.156

3 Discussion157

The only steady source of lunar water to have survived scrutiny among those posited158

by Arnold (1979) is carbonaceous chondrites. Borin et al. (2017) estimate that 3.66×159

109 g of meteoritic material impact the moon each year. Continuing with Arnold’s pre-160

sumption that the average abundance of water in chondritic meteorites is 3%, and as-161

suming that carbonaceous chondrites account for 4.6% of the meteoritic infall (Bischoff162

& Geiger, 1995), the rate of water acquisition by the moon should amount to at least163

5× 106 g/A, which is also the lower bound of Arnold’s estimate of water acquisition.164

To view the upper bounds of Figure 2 in lunar perspective, suppose that the ex-165

ospheric water transport process were to exist under most favorable conditions: that the166

exosphere is Maxwellian, that cold traps cover as much as 5% of the lunar surface at lat-167

itudes above 80°, that all exospheric water molecules falling on cold traps become ice,168

and that sublimation of trapped ice is negligible. For the cold traps to sequester water169

at the global accretion rate, ∼ 5×106 g/A, the product of the total trap area and the170

Maxwellian flux of exospheric water molecules striking the lunar surface near the poles171

would have to equal the global water accretion rate. Assuming an average surface tem-172

perature of 200K in polar regions, the total trapping of water molecules would require173

an exospheric water concentration of ∼ 3, 000 molecules cm−3. That level is approxi-174
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mately independent of latitude because the tendency toward exospheric equilibrium (i.e.,175

surface concentration varies approximately as T−5/2; cf. Hodges & Johnson, 1968) is ef-176

fectively cancelled by the diffusive nature of poleward exospheric transport (Hodges, 1972).177

In other words, there is a 3 order of magnitude difference between incoming water and178

polar ice creation. This discrepancy begs the question: What happens to 5× 106 g of179

meteoritic water that is accreted by the moon each year?180

3.1 Accretion of meteoritic water181

Meteorites impact the moon at speeds capable of vaporizing themselves and sur-182

rounding lunar material at a rate of 1.8×10−15 g cm−2 s−1 (Cremonese et al., 2013).183

Vapor temperatures that are great enough to cause significant escape (i.e., greater than184

5000 K) are unlikely. Instead, the mean speed of molecules increases with adiabatic ex-185

pansion, the vapor becomes collisionless, and, even at melt temperatures (∼ 2000K),186

the vapor is ballistically dispersed over an area of hemispheric dimensions, with each molecule187

following an independent, planetary scale Keplerian trajectory.188

The result is a constant ”rain” of water (and mineral) molecules over the entire lu-189

nar surface. Ignoring direct escape and inflight-photolysis, the global average rain of wa-190

ter molecules should approximate the water component of the meteoritic influx, that is,191

∼ 14, 000 molecules cm−2 s−1 (based on estimates discussed above). With impact va-192

por temperatures around 2000K the average concentration of water in the molecular rain193

should be less than 0.4 cm−3.194

In the reports of Epstein and Taylor (1971, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975) on the pyrol-195

ysis of soil samples from all Apollo sites, the extraction of water generally begins around196

400C. In the range of roughly 400-600C all of the extracted water has the isotopic char-197

acteristics of terrestrial water acquired during or after sample collection. At tempera-198

tures above 600C the isotopic pattern shifts toward deuterium-depleted lunar water that199

is created in laboratory apparatus from extracted solar wind hydrogen. It is important200

to note that this pattern is inherent in surface samples as well as all 3 sections of the Apollo201

15 deep core.202

3.2 Water sorption203

The absence of indigenous water in the lower section of the Apollo 15 core indicates204

that when meteoritic water molecules fall on the regolith surface they do not diffuse into205

the regolith by grain to grain migration, even over GA time scales. In other words, the206

activation energy for desorption on the regolith surface is sufficient to keep H2O molecules207

immobilized long enough to allow them to be annihilated by dissociation or to escape208

before a monolayer forms. The nature of removal mechanisms restricts the sorption pro-209

cess to exposed grain surfaces.210

Lunar soil grains are coated with thin (∼ 200 nm) rims of amorphous material (Bibring211

et al., 1972) of uncertain composition that is a byproduct of space weathering. One un-212

explored possibility, that can explain both the existence of the rims and the relatively213

high activation energy required to retain water up to 400-600C, is that the rims are phyl-214

losilicates (e.g., clay) created by gradual weathering of anorthite by water.215

When liquid water meets anorthite, the initial result is the progenitor of clay, re-216

versible Ca-H cation exchange. It is obvious that clay cannot be created by an isolated217

water molecule adsorbed on anorthite. However, at the molecular level, the precursor218

of the clay-forming bond, Ca-H exchange, is a reversible chemi-sorption process. Over219

time, some clay-like phyllosilicates should have accumulated whenever monolayer cov-220

erage was approached and adsorbed water molecules began to cluster in adjacent adsorp-221

tion sites.222
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In this scenario, any water molecule released at micro-meteoroid impact would then223

undergo one ballistic trajectory of global scale and then be chemi-adsorbed by the sur-224

face. It should be noted that a similar scenario of cation exchange occurs when water225

meets forsterite. In addition, both process create hydrated phyllosilicates that possibly226

provide the OH in lunar soils reported by Clark (2009), Pieters et al. (2009), and Sunshine227

et al. (2009).228

3.3 Water removal229

Possibilities for removal of water from the moon are limited to annihilation and es-230

cape. Intuitive mechanisms include photolysis and solar wind sputtering. However, the231

anhydrous nature of the regolith imposed by argon desorption, the absence of adsorbed232

indigenous water in returned soils, and the paucity of experimental and/or theoretical233

guidance for the rate of photolysis of individual water molecules adsorbed on a grain sur-234

face, make photodissociation difficult to defend.235

Housley (1977) suggested that cleansing of regolith grain surfaces and forced es-236

cape of extra-lunar contaminants occurs naturally as a result of solar wind bombardment.237

The nominal solar wind flux is ∼ 3×108 cm−2 s−1. Diurnal averaging and solar wind238

blockage during the periodic passage of the Moon through the geomagnetic tail reduce239

the average equatorial influx to ∼ 108 cm−2 s−1 on the far side and decrease it by an240

additional 20% on the near side.241

With increasing latitude the geometric influx of solar wind on the surface tends to242

decay as the cosine of latitude. At the near side equator, the ratio of fluxes of solar wind243

and molecular rain is ∼ 6000 : 1, at 80°latitude the ratio is ∼ 1000 : 1. A case on244

point is the comparable abundances of trapped solar wind 4He, 20Ne, and 36Ar in Apollo245

16 soils collected from permanent shadow near House Rock and those in soils collected246

from exposed regolith nearby (Eberhardt et al., 1976). The clear implication is that over247

most of the polar regions, including cold traps, the ratio of solar wind and molecular rain248

fluxes are affected more by topography than latitude, with poleward-facing slopes retain-249

ing excessive amounts of adsorbed meteoritic water.250

Some indirect guidance regarding sputtering of adsorbed water by solar wind ions251

can be obtained from the solar wind sputter simulations of Wurz et al. (2007) for a va-252

riety of lunar soils. Briefly, Wurz et al. found total sputter yields of 4-7% for oxygen and253

lesser amounts for other elements. They also noted that ”practically all” species are ejected254

with super-escape speeds. Based on the difference in binding energies of solid molecu-255

lar structures and of sorption, the sputter yield should be at least 10% for water that256

desorbs at less than half of the solidus temperature. In other words, the rate of solar wind257

scouring of grain surfaces is more than 100-fold greater than monolayer acquisition of258

meteoritic water.259

Recently, Honnibal et al. (2021) reported on the detection of lunar surface water260

at an exposed, sunlit high latitude location. They concluded that the water had to be261

bound in glass or sequestered from the local harsh environmental elements. Due to the262

reduction in solar wind sputtering losses, the scenario presented here might also give rise263

to an enhanced near-surface abundance of water bound by the Ca-H exchange.264

4 Conclusions265

The key experimental finding of this report is that the LADEE data show no ev-266

idence of exospheric water on the moon. More important, the upper bound for exospheric267

water falls short by several orders of magnitude of allowing the exosphere to be the con-268

duit for transferring the meteoritic water influx to polar cold traps. This conclusion shifts269

the lunar water problem from polar sequestration to one of identifying the process or pro-270
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cesses that remove meteoritic water from the moon. The elements of the hypothesis pre-271

sented here are that:272

1. Isolated meteoritic H2O molecules are chemically adsorbed by reversible cation273

exchange.274

2. Adsorbed meteoritic water escapes from the moon due to solar wind scouring of275

exposed surfaces.276

3. The amorphous rims on soil grains become hydrous phyllosilicates when adsorbed277

H2O molecules happen to congregate.278

4. The rims hold part or all of the OH in lunar soils reported by Clark (2009), Pieters279

et al. (2009), and Sunshine et al. (2009).280

5. The cation exchange scenario may be consistent with the recent 6 micron IR ob-281

servations by Honnibal et al. (2021), although more observations are required.282
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